This article proposes an individual fuzzy modelling and treatment of data allowing for the specific uncertainty of each datum. A modelling approach based on parametric fuzzy sets is being introduced which can be employed to model both data with individual uncertainties as well as abstract phenomena in a feature space (classes). An aggregation procedure is being presented which takes the individual characteristics of all learning objects into account, resulting in a fuzzy description of the same, interpretable structure. Examples are given using both synthetic and real-world data.
Introduction

Motivation for a fuzzy description of data and phenomena
Perspective (I): acquisition of information.
Information about a system or process might, for example, stem from experts of the respective field. Depending on the level of expertise, the information x of every expert would be associated with an individual degree of uncertainty or vagueness reflecting this expert's experience or precision. Also, the quality of expert statements might vary with the manifestation of a given information (variable), i. e. dependent from a location in a feature space. If information is given in form of linguistic variables or modifiers, e. g. "approximately 20 cm", the interpretation of the uncertainty indicated by "approximately" by a precision engineer will probably be different from the interpretation of a home constructor. In another real-life example, the quantities in cooking recipes will be interpreted with varying precision depending on the experience of a professional or hobby cook. In the field of diagnosis of diseases, [1] reports on quantitatively different interpretations of linguistically identical assessments like "mild" or "severe".
In modelling such vague or uncertain expert statements, fuzzy sets have proven to be a useful tool [2] .
On the other hand, when observing a system or process by measurements, the measured values are almost always afflicted with different kinds of uncertainty. If we, for instance, consider a sensor to measure a physical value which is of interest to us, the sensor output f * will most likely-dependent on the sensor principle and its realisation-not be directly proportional to the actual physical quantity x * , but rather result of a non-linear dependency f (x). If we consider two different sensors or sensor principles, an identical uncertain sensor reading f * ± ∆f will then translate into values of the actual physical quantity with different, asymmetric levels of uncertainty, cf. Fig. 1 . The combination (fusion) of information from different sensors should therefore take the individual uncertainty of every measurement x * into account. Furthermore, sensor characteristics may change with time or conditions, such that precise values for the uncertainty interval cannot be obtained, and only a vague model for f (x) could be determined.
When models for the non-linear characteristics of sensors are not available, one may conduct series of measurements f to gain knowledge about the individual, asymmetric uncertainty of the desired physical value x. In addition, the uncertainty of measurements or measurement series may strongly depend on measuring conditions. For example, position measurements from radar or ultrasonic sensors might be influenced by weather conditions, cf. Fig. 2 . Such a non-stationary behaviour of the uncertainty should also be treated and modelled individually.
Summarisingly, measurements or information about the same actual situation or even the same value of a parameter might be afflicted with varying, individual degrees of uncertainties. A precise specification the of interval borders for the uncertainty might, however, not always be available. For this reason, we advertise a fuzzy modelling of uncertainty intervals by means of fuzzy sets. While there are other powerful tools for the analysis of uncertain data available, fuzzy sets enable a joint modelling approach for both data-and expert-based information.
Perspective (II): classificatory modelling of phenomena.
If we consider and observe a system with (one or several) characteristic phenomena in its behaviour, a model can-from an epistemological perspective-be created empirically from a set of data (observations or expert statements) [3] . If a recurring behaviour can be characterised by similar observations, a classificatory description of the system by means of classes in a feature space of the observations becomes feasible. That is each phenomenon can be assigned a certain (local) region of the feature space. Precise borders of such a region will, however, be difficult to determine from a limited set of uncertain measurements, cf. perspective (I). Subsequently, we will denote measurements, expert statements etc. as "objects" in a classificatory sense.
One uncertain object (one observation of a phenomenon-described in a fuzzy manner, as proposed above), may, of course, already constitute a class or atomic class on its own, as long as no further knowledge becomes available. This being said, a consistent and unified modelling of elementary observations (objects) and abstract descriptions of phenomena (classes) by means of fuzzy sets appears reasonable and will be proposed in this article.
Aim and structure of this article
As outlined in section 1.1, one main aim of this article is to provide a consistent fuzzy description of uncertain information (objects in a classificatory sense) on the one hand, and classes (i. e. models for characteristic phenomena) on the other. Section 2 will introduce a suitable means for the fuzzy description of multivariate data and classes.
Since a class may represent an abstract, aggregated form of the knowledge carried by the objects in a feature space, an aggregation procedure is required which transforms a set of heterogeneous fuzzy objects into an a fuzzy description of this class, taking the individual properties of every object into account, cf. Fig. 3 . A procedure based upon the models from section 2 will be presented in section 3. Examples using synthetic as well as real-world data will be given in section 4.
Consistent modelling of fuzzy data
In this section, we will present a consistent approach to fuzzy modelling of uni-and multivariate data using parametric fuzzy sets. The presented type of fuzzy sets will be employed both for modelling fuzzy objects (i. e. individual measurements or statements and their respective uncertainties) as well as aggregated classes of fuzzy objects (i. e. their abstract or combined description).
A multivariate parametric fuzzy set
Univariate basis function. Equation (1) defines an asymmetric fuzzy set µ : R → (0, a] introduced by [4] as a generalisation of Aizerman's potential function.
As visible in (1), this type of membership function is parameterisable by a set of seven parameters. Their effect shall be briefly described by means of Fig. 4 . The maximum membership value a of this unimodal function occurs at the modal point r, also denoted as the representative value of the set. Extension to the multivariate case. For modelling multivariate data, we will need a multivariate membership function. Equation (1) can serve as a basis function to create such a multivariate set. For an Ndimensional membership function µ : R N → (0, a], we combine N univariate normalised sets using a compensatory Hamacher intersection (2) and assign a joint maximum membership value a to the multivariate set [5] . The compensatory character of (2) guarantees interactivity of truth values while maintaining the desired border membership for x = r ∓ c l/r , which would not be fulfilled by t-norm operators. The compensatory operator (2) satisfies all properties of an OWA operator [6] .
The intersection in (2) can be interpreted analogously to the evaluation of a premise in rule-based fuzzy systems using multiple variables in a conjunctive combination:
As a benefit this approach, we obtain a parametric multivariate fuzzy set which exhibits the same interpretable structure as its univariate basis function [4, 7] .
1 The resulting membership function is presented in (3) for the symmetric case.
2 Figure 5 depicts two examples of asymmetric fuzzy sets in a two-dimensional feature space along with their uni-variate basis functions for each dimension. Transformation of the feature space. In order to provide an even more "accurate" modelling of fuzzy data or phenomena, we will now allow our membership functions to be invididually rotated around their representative (modal) point r such that every membership function is defined in its own coordinate system centered at r. The rotation will be carried out by (N − 1) subsequent rotations in the (x 1 , x k+1 )-plane of the feature space using rotation angles ϕ k , k = 1, . . . , N − 1. The two-dimensional case is sketched in Fig. 6 .
Figure 6: Transformation of the feature space for every membership function (translation r and rotation ϕ).
For every membership function, we will introduce an individual coordinate transformation
where
and for all T k ∈ R N ×N :
Using the translation r and the rotation matrix T we can therefore compute the membership value for a rotated membership function by
with
where the appropriate (left-or right-hand side) pa- Figure 7 gives visual examples of the resulting membership functions. The (multivariate, parametric and rotated) fuzzy membership function presented in this section will form the unified basis of modelling fuzzy data and phenomena, regardless if individual data or aggregated, abstract phenomena are to be described.
Fuzzy objects
We subsume uncertain measurements or expertbased knowledge as objects in a feature space and propose their modelling by means of fuzzy sets. Equation (1) or its multivariate extension can be employed for this purpose in a straightforward and comprehensible manner. The parameters r and c l/r define the representative (modal) value and the uncertainty interval, while b l/r and d l/r determine the fuzzy description of this uncertain information.
In many practical cases, however, detailed knowledge about the latter will probably not be available. In these cases, the definition of b l/r = 0.5 and d l/r = 2 has proven to be a reasonable choice [4] . For the normalised (a = 1) multivariate membership function its definition is being reduced to
in the non-rotated case (ϕ k = 0) and
in the general case using an individual transformation x o = T obj (x − r) into the object-specific coordinate system for each object. The position r with the uncertainties c l/r and the rotation angles ϕ k remain as free parameters to individually model a fuzzy object in its feature space.
The latter may be of importance especially for a more precise modelling of expert statements, i. e. regions of the feature space. When dealing with uncertain measurements or data, the rotation angles will usually remain ϕ k = 0 as long as no further information about the measurement process becomes available.
Fuzzy classes
For an abstract, aggregated knowledge representation of a phenomenon, (1) and its multivariate extension may equally well be used to model a region in the feature space with soft borders. If this class stems from an aggregation of fuzzy objects, i. e. an individually fuzzified description of a set of data, it appears reasonable that a higher degree of customisation compared to section 2.2 will be necessary to capture the aggregated knowledge in an adequately detailed manner. In contrast to section 2.2, we therefore recommend to employ all parameters available in (1). The rotation angles of the class specific coordinate system can furthermore be used to represent correlations between individual features for this particular class or phenomenon, cf. Fig. 7 .
Since the underlying compensatory Hamacher operator (2) satisfies the properties of an OWA operator, the aggregated fuzzy representation of multivariate data forms a compromise of the different features supporting this class.
Aggregation of fuzzy objects
Knowledge about uncertainties of measurements (objects) may often be gained from the measurement process or an expert. In order to derive an abstract description of a phenomenon-i. e. a class in the feature space-based upon elementary measurements or objects, an aggregation procedure is required which takes the individual uncertainties of measurements into account. If the individual objects are being modelled by means of section 2.2, such an aggregation procedure has to transform a set of multivariate parametric membership functions into one membership function of this type describing the resulting class.
In contrast to non-parametric methods such as kernel density estimation, our proposed approach again results in a parametric model, i. e. the parametric description of M objects is being mapped to only one resulting set of class parameters. Such a compression of information, of course, means that the resulting model can only be an approximation of the input data set. On the other hand, the parametric model is well-interpretable (cf. section 2.1) and may provide a significant reduction of data.
In [7] a suitable object-specific approach to this problem was being presented based on [4] , where only feature/class-specific uncertainties could be treated. We will pick up and further extend this approach in order to aggregate fuzzy objects with individual rotation in the feature space. In the following, we will briefly describe the procedure in a condensed and visual manner. In order to distinguish the variables and parameters involved, all coordinates belonging to an object or the resulting class are denoted by a subscript "obj" or "class", respectively. If a parameter or coordinate is being defined in a object-or class-specific coordinate system, it is furthermore being specified by a superscript "o" or "c".
Step ( . . .
which is then transformed back into the feature space, yieldingr obj :
Step (2): Compute the class centre. The representative (modal) value of the resulting fuzzy set r class is being set to the mean value of all objects' adjusted positions, M being the number of objects,
so that the resulting r class can be interpreted as the centre of mass of all fuzzy objects, cf. Fig. 9 .
3 A more detailed description is available in [7] . 4 The precise computation of an object's centre of mass would, of course, be possible, but require the numerical solution of an integral. (2) and (3): Compute the aggregated centre of mass r class from all objects (grey) and the class rotation.
Step (3): Compute the class rotation. The classspecific coordinate system is then being rotated around its centre r class by N − 1 rotation angles ϕ class,k such that the axes become the neutral axes through the set of objects represented by their adjusted positionsr o obj (comparable to a principal component analysis), cf. Fig. 9 . From the rotation angles, the class-specific rotation matrix T class can be obtained via (5).
Step (4): Transform objects into class space. Before the shape of the class can be determined, all objects have to be transformed into the class-specific coordinate system. At first, the adjusted representative value of each objectr obj is being transformed: r c obj = T class (r obj − r class ) In order to aggregate all objects based on their parameters, we need these parameters of the objects' membership functions in the class-specific coordinate system. The parametric membership function defined in each object's coordinate system, however, cannot be transformed to the class-specific coordinate system remaining in its original analytical form (1). We therefore approximate the extents of the transformed membership function by determining the piercing pointsc obj,l/r of the class-specific unity vectors with the alpha cuts of an object, cf. Fig. 10 . Due to the choice of parameters b and d in section 2.2, equations for the alpha cuts are available in form of ellipses in each quadrant, so that the approximatedc obj,l/r can be obtained without difficulty from the c obj,l/r [9] .
Step (5): Compute class extents. When the centre of the class, its specific coordinate system and Figure 10 : Aggregation, step (4): Approximation (grey) of the object's extents (black) in the class space by computing piercing points of the class unity vectors with the object's alpha cuts. Figure 11 : Aggregation, step (5): The extents of the class c class,l/r are specified by the outermost objects and their extents. the transformed objects are available, the extents of the class c class,l/r can be determined as follows, cf. Step (6): Determine softness. In each dimension i, the set of objects is being divided into subsets to the left and to the right of the representative value of the class r class,i . The distribution of each subset is being compared with a geometric series. In this case, the parameter d l/r,i of the class is being assigned a value close to d l/r,i → 2 (soft borders). If, on the other hand, the objects' distribution rather resembles a uniform distribution (or accumulates at the class borders), the fuzzy set will become more crisp by chosing higher values for d l/r,i , cf. Fig. 4b and [4] .
Step (7): Determine border membership. As the final parameter, the border memberships of the class b l/r,i have to be determined in each dimension i. As described in [4] and [7] , the values for b l/r,i are chosen such that the cardinality of the aggregated set preserves the weight of the objects:
Examples
Synthetic data
As a first example, we will demonstrate the effects of heterogeneously described fuzzy objects on the outcomes of the aggregation procedure from section 3. Figure 12 depicts two datasets with an identical object distribution (black), albeit different uncertainties (grey). The lower set of data features individual, asymmetric values for each object's uncertainty. While the actual results of the aggregation procedure according to section 3 are sets of parameters for the membership function of section 2.1, we will restrict ourselves to their visual presentation, which is more intuitively comparable.
The results of the aggregation steps (i. e. fuzzy membership functions) for each dataset are visible in Fig. 12 by the colour shading. One can observe that the individual uncertainties of the objects influence all parameters of the class. The modified weights of the objects-especially the outermost objects-in the lower dataset result in a different rotation of the lower class. Furthermore, the adapted extents and fuzziness (softness) are well visible.
Figure 12: Synthetic data. Two sets of objects (black) with homogeneous and heterogenous uncertainties (grey) along with the aggregated fuzzy class description.
Real-world data
As a second example, we will aggregate objects from a real-world dataset, originating from a geodetic observation network that monitors the continental drift in Iceland [10] . The feature space of these data consists of the movement magnitude of reference points (measured by GPS over the years [1993] [1994] [1995] [1996] [1997] [1998] [1999] [2000] [2001] [2002] [2003] [2004] and their direction.
[11] determined individual uncertainties for each object, i. e. both measurements and expert knowledge were incorporated into the description of each object. Due to the parametric approach and its interpretability, the proposed fuzzy model from section 2 can be employed without difficulty in this hy- brid case. 5 The data are depicted in Fig. 13 along with their individual uncertainties.
Based on domain-specific expert knowledge, movement patterns (classes of objects) can be identified in this dataset in form of six clusters [11] . Aiming at an abstract knowledge representation of these patterns (classes), an aggregated description can be found using the methods described in section 3.
As in section 4.1, we will again restrict ourselves to a visual presentation of the results. However it has to be mentioned that also a significant data reduction was achieved, namely from the fuzzy description of 115 objects to the parameter sets of six aggregated models.
The results of the aggregation procedure incorporating the individual uncertainties of the data from Fig. 13 are presented in Fig. 14. As can be seen on the very right of Fig. 13 , one class description has been obtained from a single fuzzy object, forming an atomic class on its own. Furthermore it can be observed that the influence of individual properties 5 The parameters r contain the object positions from the measurements, whereas the parameters c l/r express the uncertainty based on expert knowledge.
of objects is stronger in classes with fewer objects, e. g. the two classes on the lower left side.
Comparision to a non-parametric method. As mentioned in section 3, an aggregation with parametric output entails a certain loss of information. We will therefore compare our results of Fig. 14 with a standard kernel density estimation (KDE) for each of the clusters of objects from Fig. 13 , which should allow for a more detailed representation of the original data. The bandwidth was determined by errorminimisation (AMISE) for each cluster. The density estimation for each cluster is shown in Fig. 15 , along with the original objects.
6
In comparison to Fig. 14 , one may notice that single objects form atomic classes in Fig. 14, but are treated as outliers by the KDE. 7 The shape of the three classes with three objects in Fig. 14 is better adapted to the uncertainty of their objects due to the class rotation. The main difference, however, can be observed in the two densely-populated clusters. The multimodal KDE results in Fig. 15 form a non-contiguous density model, while the original uncertain data occupy an almost contiguous area of the feature space. In Fig. 14 , each aggregated class model comprises all of its supporting objects by one unimodal membership function. Despite the significant data reduction, the loss of information inherent to the parametric model in Fig. 14 appears negligible except for the uppermost class.
Apart from the visual comparison for this example, however, a main feature of the approach presented in this article is the compact parametric form of the aggregation results. These can seamlessly be employed to create well-interpretable classifiers or knowledge bases.
Conclusion
As the uncertainty of a given set of data may not always be precisely known, fuzzy sets provide one possible approach to model uncertain data, especially when dealing with both data-based and expertbased information. For different reasons, the uncertainty may furthermore vary for each datum. This behaviour could also be observed in a real-world example in this article.
For the case of data with heterogeneous uncertainty, a modelling approach based upon multivariate parametric fuzzy sets was presented in this article in order to describe both data and aggregated data (classes) in a consistent manner. One principle of this approach is that a single measurement or expert opinion may already be representative for a certain phenomenon, i. e. form a class on its own. Therefore the same modelling tools should be employed both for data and aggregated data (classes).
An aggregation procedure was introduced which takes the individual uncertainty of data points into account, while maintaining the parametric modelling approach. As shown in a synthetic and a realworld example, the presented approach is able to capture the individual characteristics of single objects (measurements) in the aggregated fuzzy representation.
